
SEG XXI, 80 AND THE RULE OF THE THIRTY 

T 75HE OLIGARCHY of the Thirty in Athens, 404/3 B.C., has been the subject 
of a great deal of debate in the 20th century, as it must have been in the 4th 

century B.C.' Our literary evidence is tainted by the passions of 4th-century demo- 
cratic politics; epigraphic evidence is almost non-existent. All the more reason, there- 
fore, to squeeze every possible bit of information out of the record of payments made 
by the tamiai of Athena and the Other Gods which was published by A. M. Woodward 
in 1963.2 Woodward set out the text of the two fragments as follows: 

a. 404/3 a XTOIX. 84 
A, a ['AOdrvajtoZo av-ixcrav 46 lIvOo&tpo a'pXov'rl o; at Ei7rc t 7r [q /3oXA 

&t AiCcov( ?) HpaouvEi qTp(oroS EypaLy/aaTEve, Ta] 

[tat TrcV Lep6WV XpwtJrawTV T A6rgva aO a-]av Xapt '8,q 'Ay[pvXjOev 
34 

[ 24 - v7rerat] xv, MeVKpaTngS 0[vaTo;, 
* c(. Iv 

[EypcqLauTa`E, XTLv fl /3o)tX^9 '& A&6OV(?) Ilp]aa-eiv' Xirpc?froG 

y [p at,yAmvE e, 'EA WvoTala# &XF Tq 'AKcaq.avrt8o( ?)] 

.5 [KaZ AewVTt&So cacL Alyet'80o] Ka& II [av]8tovi8os lrpvrav[evocr'v 

o'8v 'rap'83ocav 'EXX-qVoTafdU'a (X MS KE] 

[Kpowt8oS;( ?)i re T irrpvrave]vo&n7 rape8oo-av Xatpe[- - _ 
44 I 

_196 - ---- (?)NtLKoFua]XC)t [He]pmce, 'A vO.u 'on' 
34 

CP [cq.wocrot, -4 -_ ? ] 
[ 20 T] fl& KcT & 83KafTl7 Tlr 'rprrVT[avetav 

17 
[-----?17 uF&6(?) K]aLt E&KOcTrlt XXX icrapT[st 

Kai ELKOcrOT&--- -ptaKocrT7qt(?) -a- KEabtov] 
10 [apyvptocI T7J KeKcpozrtao0(?)] 1rapa8o0e'vro1 TTTI0, H H g... 

(6Tn jqOTVa09 EKTg irpvravevou EAA] 
[-qvoTa,utavt 7ovS &J TtT7' OlVNI ] 8 [o]a PXoatv (D Xr['q) [8uof/eXCav 

iapE'oo-av 28 1 
22 'AV]aKvc te 'Ov [t'vr 

44 1 

I would like to thank Naphtali Lewis for reading and criticizing an earlier draft of this paper. 
2Hesperia 32, 1963, pp. 144-155, no. 1 and pl. 55 = SEG XXI, 80 SEG XXIV, 45. For 

convenience I will refer to the inscription as SEG XXI, 80. 
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[* . *Ke4Aawov apyvpto c] 4n [Os]veto] S [rap ros 

[____ __26_ __] trace's[ 

(lacuna of about twenty lines) 
B, a [. Ka]' rptaKocr1[L CT rv &cof3extav(?) irns(?) 

Kal TptaKWOOe ....- KEca'Xatov a&pyvpto e7 r- j 
[v] AFar,1t8og rrapa8o0Yv[.roT. .' t rF I7r3;ro0cvriwoT(?) 

8EKaTnT 1rpV7avev6o.nTJ TaSe irapeSoo-av. TI 

p&rT7 Tr71 7rpvravelaT H [ 
65 ] 

mH H H H rl E 4V&KacTet XXFRH [ .... . 8WSaTet . 

TpFTE I KaL SEKaTE, ] 
5 F TerapTEL KaC SEKaTE [- - -8___ 

?---rElaretL(?) Kat 8EKacTEL] 

[XX]XHHAAE/ FFI(I-H .a [KCa EIKOoTrE 
47 3 , f~ 

?.. E_ ____ _ _--- 3varEt& ?) Ka] 
L ELKOcrTE t 

?-- Kai TptaK] 

[ocrr]a TT ? 7 

(not more than one line missing to bottom of stone) 
A, b [----- ..Ior[.]Y[.]IE[? 

1: 
- * 1 [ 

0] q)v d'/?k0[t] 8s [at 
- - - 

[--- *.*]!a ,4L)8[6]aC 3[?J 

[ * r Jvo93 a-,a0puov XIIH[ ] 
[-----Ka.]T l'c,ao XaHoXg1 [? 

5 [ . . - K ]T Lo o7ELraOXv [?J 

Bb~~~ ~ ]crtOcrrcL6/.uY [-- - ----.-------1 ![ ] [?]AL[IA[?]I 

iEirt - - -ap X?VTO9 ap VP * 
[?] rararqpeT A[. ]j 
[?o-raorqpe]s KopivOtot P aup 
[?~j W]WKatKO XPVO-O 

[?w -]AN- ) vacat 

vaicat 
My intentions in this paper are to reconsider the dating and the restoration of the 
inscription in order to bring out more of its historical significance. 
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THE DATE 

Woodward followed the arguments of W. B. Dinsmoor in dating the inscription 
to 404/3 at the end of the series of accounts already known.3 In brief, Dinsmoor's 
reasoning was as follows: 4 The general time period is indicated by the appearance 
of Chariades of Agryle, known to have been the second of the epistatai in the 
Erechtheion building record of 409/8 (IG 12, 372, line 2) and a hellenotamias in 406/ 
5 (IG I2, 255, line 328). Secondly, the Ionic script indicates a late date, probably after 
407/6.5 Thirdly, the similarity of both the style of writing and the presumed size 
of the stone to the accounts for 405/4 (IG 112, 1686+ ) suggests a close chronological 
relationship between the two,6 and this relationship is confirmed by the contents of 
the decrees: in contrast to IG 12, 305 (406/5) and IG 12, 304 b, c (407/6),7 the pay- 
ments of IG I12, 1686F and SEG XXI, 80 are dated by days of the prytanies, with- 
out reference to the months. 

These arguments are supported by the phrase [Ka]ra 'bto7ia /3oX-q` in line 5 
of A, b. In a matter of expenditure the democratic boule put forward Vrpo03ovXEvvara; 
it could not authorize " borrowing " from Athena's treasury. Such a Pi4Lto-va of the 
boule should have been passed in the time of an oligarchy.8 Compare the phrases 
4)0E-EJLtoapEv L o r&/J&O EV ac&Lav (used or restored five times in IG 12, 302 Meiggs and 
Lewis, no. 77, lines 15, 28, 30, 33, 63-64) and 4o-EftcraE'vo rS &4Uo (IG 12, 304 a 
Meiggs and Lewis, no. 84, line 3) with the phrase used by the oligarchy of the Four 
Hundred in 411 B.C., Arq7to-aJuE'mqg 7- 3oXPArs` (IG 12, 298, lines 14-15).9 The bouleutic 
decree referred to here, then, was passed either under the Four Hundred in 411 or 
under the Thirty in 404/3, and the other dating considerations make the former --al- 
ternative most unlikely.10 We should accept the date of 404/3 for SEG XXI, 80 with- 
out hesitation. 

3 A convenient guide to the bibliography on these accounts is given in R. Meiggs and D. M. 
Lewis, A Selection of Greek Historica;l Inscriptions, Oxford 1969, p. 260. 

4See W. B. Dinsmoor, HSCP, Suppl. I, Cambridge, Mass. 1940, p. 172. 
See W. S. Ferguson's appendix on the use of Ionic in Athenian inscriptions before 403/2' 

in The Treastrers of Athena, Cambridge, Mass. 1932, pp. 175-178. 
6 For further fragments to be added to IG II2, 1686 see B. D. Meritt, Hesperia 11, 1942, pp. 

275-278, and the discussion by Woodward in 1-lesperia 25, 1956, pp. 109-121. 
7 If W. K. Pritchett is correct (and I find his reasoning attractive) in maintaining that IG J2, 

304 c contains part of the record for 408/7, there are no vacant years in the period 410/9-405/4, 
making it very likely that SEG XXI, 80 belongs in 404/3 based on the Ionic script alone. See 
Pritchett's The Choiseul llMfarble, Berkeley 1970, and his earlier article in BCH 88, 1964, pp. 455-- 
481, which has excellent photographs. 

8 A number of early 4th-century decrees appear to have been passed by the boule alone (they 
begin 3Ao$ev rit f3ovXAt without the normal Kat rCo &ti(O, but none -of them authorize an expenditure. 
This group of inscriptions is discussed by P. J. Rhodes, The Athenian Bottle, Oxford 1972, pp. 82- 
87. 

9 IG 12, 298 = Meiggs and Lewis, no. 81, where the editors call attention to the oligarchic usage. 
10 Rhodes, op. cit. (above, footnote 8), p. 95, note 6, comments that SEG XXI, 80 is dated 

to 404/3, "but the decree of the boule which is cited -could be earlier." It could, indeed, date back 
to 411, but that possibility seems remote. 
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THE PREAMBLE: A, a, lines 1-4 

There are several disquieting things in Woodward's restoration of the preamble. 
The first is his restoration of the verb in line 2 as [ 'o-] av, an unparalleled usage, on 
the grounds that "the position seems to rule out [77apE'8oo-]av," 11 the verb used in 
all the treasure records of this period. Aside from the fact that the formulas in Attic 
inscriptions are not as regular as Woodward's reasoning assumes, we do have an exact 
parallel for this position of crapEAoo-av in an inventory of the Hekatompedon dated 
to 390/89 (IG II2, 1400, line 3).12 I think we can be confident, therefore, in restoring 
the normal verb [vTapESoo-] av. 

Secondly, Woodward restored the title of the tamiai as ra,ptat rcv iEp6xv xp-qparcw 
r'jq 'A6'qvaiasg, leaving out any reference to the Other Gods. His objection that adding 

awo a'XXanv OE&v would mean that the inscription had close to 100 letters per line 
(1nuch higher than the average in these accounts) is well taken, but the omission of 
the Other Gods would still be surprising. The joint board of tamiai had been created 
by 404/3,13 and SEG XXI, 80 is most easily interpreted as a joint account: the pay- 
ments recorded on B, b look as if they were made fromn the treasury of the Other 
Gods.'4 The Other Gods ought to be mentioned in the preamble. Now none of the- 
preambles from the records of the joint board in its first years have survived, but 
we do have a decree of 405/4 quoted in Andokides, de mys. 77 which mentions rov`s 
TktaLg LUL T OEO V Kat 7(01v a'XX&v GEav. Here is just what we are looking for: a shorter^ 
title which still includes both Athena and the Other Gods. I propose to take Andokides' 
evidence as reliable, and to conclude that the joint board called itself Taptat 7r OEoV 

^ 
c'XX(OV OE EV in 405/4 and also in 404/3.'5 Their title must have been lengthened 

thereafter to the form familiar in the 4th-century inventories. 
Thirdly, I am troubled by the phrase in line 4, [--- Hp] aoEv'i 1TC&YO E-y [pap- 

IL,rEvE], which Woodward took as a second reference to the first secretary of the boule 
mentioned in line 1. If this is correct, it is an unparalleled (so far as I know) repeti- 
tion which seems redundant and unnecessary. We would expect a secretary to be 
mentioned in approximately this position, but the secretary of the board, not of the 
boule. If [---I-Hp] aorEv was a secretary of the tamiai, we know nothing about the- 
name of the first secretary of the boule. I will return to this problem below; for the- 
moment I prefer to leave 11pao-tEl), out of line 1. 

We are now ready to consider the full restoration of line 1 and the number of 

11Hesperia 32, 1963, p. 146. 
1 Where Kirchner proposed that it must be deleted and attributed to the negligence of the, 

pre,amble's composer. 
13 Debate continues on whether the joint board was created in 407/6 or 406/5; see W. E.* 

Thompson, Hesperia 39, 1970, pp. 61-63. 
14 Noted by Woodward, Hesperita 32, 1963, p. 155. 
15 The treasurers of Athena seem to have been called unofficially raguatrck 0rE in the 5th century 

see WV. E. Thompson, Hesperia 39, 1970, p. 62. Thus when the two boards were combined they- 
may have used this popular version for the first half of what was still a lengthy title. 
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letters in each line. The beginning of line 1 can be filled in with confidence; it read, 
following the pattern of other accounts (e.g. IG I,2, 298, 302, 304 a), [`AOqva?o& 
9v4Xwa6av H llvOo&*Spo apXovr] os. We know, then, the width of the stele to the left; and 

incorporating the restorations suggested above we can set out lines 1 and 2 as follows: 

['AO'qvatot avqXcoo-av cwt lvo8octpo apXovr] og Ka& EIT T7Lv 

,3oX it ---? -7rpwo Eypa,LqJaXTEVE, 'Ta] 

[jl.at Tr)s OeO3 Ka& TOv aAAdXv Oecov lTapE'80oo av Xap4a8rp 
3Ay [pVX OEv--- --] 

The number of letters in line 1, therefore, depends on the number of letters in the 
missing secretary's name, about which we have no clue. The range is quite large and 
we need to turn to other methods of getting at the length of line. 

Woodward, admitting that it is " largely a matter of conjecture," opted for a line 
of 84 letters as that number " is not infrequent in this class of document." 18 We can 
be more precise. There is another possible means of discovering the number of letters 
per line: by restoring the beginning of the first line of the reverse (A, b). Then by 
adding the length of the end of that line (the length of the beginning of line 1 on the 
obverse, A, a) we would have the whole line." Comparing the two sides, Woodward 
said that the first letters of the reverse are just after the center of his 84-letter line, 
i. e. that there are 42 letters from and including the first preserved letters in line 1 
of A, b to the end of the line. I propose to restore the first half of the line (for reasons 
which will be explained below) as [ra8E E(K -r3 vEO rd 'EKaroIjue8&3 rTaapE8o1LLev X NtxK Xv 

'Apt], a total of 42 letters, giving a line of 84 letters. We thus have more solid ground 
for accepting Woodward's 84-letter line, though lines of 83 or 85 letters would not 
be surprising since stoichedon inscriptions had irregularities more and more frequent- 
ly in the last decade of the 5th century.'8 

We turn now to the names of the treasurers listed on A, a in lines 2-4, beginning 
with the end of the list. I have hinted above that I believe ----p] acretV in line 4 
was a secretary of the tamiai rather than of the boule. The curious phrase that he 
was the first secretary can be explained by the supposition that the 404/3 board con- 
sisted of one Athenian from each tribe, each representative serving as secretary for 
one prytany. This fits both what is and what is not present on our fragment. We 

1o Hesperia 32, 1963, p. 147, where he cites his note 68 in Hesperia 25, 1956, p. 119. This foot- 
note, however, shows that an 84-letter line is infrequent, even rare: 

. of the six stelai with accounts of the Tamiae available for comparison, whilst 
I.G.,J2, 296 has 84 letters to the line, and 302 has 85, 293 (as restored by Meritt, 
Ath. Financial Documents, pp. 42 ff.) has 93; 297 has 78; 304A (non-stoichedon) 
has ca. 74-88; 304B has mostly 73-74; and 301 cannot be more precisely estimated 
than ca. 80. The length of line in the Traditiones of the Pronaos, Hekatompedon 
and Opisthodomos shows a much wider range. 

17 As the height of the letters is the same on both sides it seems fair to assume the number of 
ietters per line was the same on both sides. 

18 See R. P. Austin, The Stoichedon Style in Greek Inscriptions, London 1938, p. 52. 
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know the name of the first secretary from IG I, 1370 + 1371 as restored by 
Treheux, SEG XXIII, 81, lines 7-8. It is [A]po0tkKX[ ...C.... ]; we can fill 
this out as [A]pOPOKXE L[t'8- Hpow-LEt) and restore Apo0Jo,0KXE&-q in line 4 here. We 
now have three full names; between Xapta'-rq 'Ay[pvXjOEv ] in line 2 and MEVEKPa'T,r 
014[vdJoS] in line 3 there is a gap of 64 spaces, and between Menekrates and the phrase 
[O$ APO,pOKXE'8L1j llp acr pXEvN wpTroE 9y[papp.karEvE] a gap of 48 spaces. I propose that 
the first gap had four names of treasurers with their demotics, the second gap an ad- 
ditional three. If this is correct, the position of Menekrates of the tribe Hippothontis 
(VIII) indicates that the treasurers were not recorded in the official tribal order, and 
I further suggest that thleir order was the order in which they held the post of sec-- 
retary after Dromokleides.19 

I would bolster this argument with the observation that totals were entered for 
the expenditures in each prytany (most clearly seen in B, a, line 2). Earlier treasurers 
entered totals for a single type of expenditure such as for an expendition (IG 12 296, 
line 28) or to the hellenotamiai (IG 12, 301, lines 4-5), yearly totals (IG I2, 302 
Meiggs and Lewis, no. 77, lines 21-22, 33-34, 49-50, 70-71 and IG 12, 304 a = Meiggs 
and Lewis, no. 84 lines 40-41), and totals from different treasuries (IG I2, 305, line 
1 1 ). There does not seem to be any consistent pattern; but none of the earlier records 
contain totals for individual prytanies, totals which could be very low and not really 
worth adding up.20 The rotation of the post of secretary gives us an ample explanation 
for the careful summations: if each tamias was in charge of the books for a prytany 
he would naturally have totaled the accounts for his brief term. 

THE EXPENDITURES: A, a and B, a 

One of the most interesting pieces of information to come out of SEG XXI, 8& 
is the fact that the Thirty used a system of prytanies (the oligarchy in 411 had some 

"I Thus the eponymous official of the 404/3 board was its first secretary, which explains why the 
board was specified in 403/2 by its [first] secretary and a reference to the eponynious archon, with- 
out mentioning the " cairman " in the customary way. See the discussion and restoration of IC 
112, 1370 + 1371 by J. Treheux, .tudes d'arche'ologie classique 3, 1965, pp. 41-44 = SEG XXIII, 
81. 

Woodward restored the demnotic [-v--] before Menekrates in line 3 as ['Vire-rat] 4v (Kekropis. 
VII) on the grounds that [(K K-q8]wv (Erechtheis, I) is excluded by the position and the fact that 
this phyle is already represented by Chari.ades. There is, however, a third possibility, [ uK KEpa,pxl w 
(Akamantis, V), to which there is no objection if the official tribal order was not followed. I see 
no way of deciding whether [1K Kepaptf]wv or [Averatj 'v is correct, and prefer to make no restora- 
tion. 

20 A possible exception is IG II2, 1686 + (405/4), which may also have totals for individual 
prytanies; the suggestion is made by Woodward, Hesperia 25, 1956, pp. 111-120 passirn. I am 
not sure he is correct, though the fragmentary nature of this account precludes certainty. Nowhere 
is there a prytany in the genitive case followed immediately by 7rapaoGe'vTos (indicating a summa- 
tion), such as here in B, a, line 2 and A, a, line 10 (partially restored). 

The reorganization of the board described above most likely occurred either when the tamiai 
of Athena and the tamiai of the Other Gods were amalgamated (407/6 or 406/5) or under the Thirty 
in 404/3. If the record for 405/4 has summrations for each prytany, the former would be more, 
likely; but since this is not certain the question must be left open. 
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kind of prytanies as well; see Thucydides, VIII.70.1). Whether the prytanies carried 
out all their normal functions may still be doubted, but the traditions of Athenian ad- 
-ministration were at least respected. 

Two of Woodward's restorations are unjustified and should be deleted. In the 
first place, there is no evidence to support any mention of the hellenotamiai. Wood- 
ward assumed that all disbursements were to the hellenotamiai; if such was the case 
the hellenotamiai were a different kind of hellenotamiai than we have seen before, 
as in A, a, line 11 we have (some of) them in office for only one prytany. If on the 
other hand A, a, line 11 refers to other magistrates, Woodward's assumption of pay- 
ments only to hellenotamiai is wrong. It seems preferable to leave the hellenotamiai out 
of the picture entirely, and stick to the old theory that they died with the empire in 
405/4. Secondly, Woodward's admittedly bold conjecture es r[ 'I [8w/3EXiCav] in 
A, a, line 11 goes beyond the evidence. The purpose of expenditures is frequently 
indicated (when indicated at all) by the phrase es ... (for example, IG 12, 302 
Meiggs and Lewis, no. 77, line 67, Es IlavaOE'vaza, and line 76, Es ra<sg> vag rTas ES 

-t [KIEXtav E'o-KOFLO-a-cal S ra XpE,uora and IG P2, 304 a = Meiggs and Lewis, no. 84, line 
6, Es lIavaOEvaata rda /Eya/Xa, and line 7, es rz'v E'Ka-r4kf8Ev). Since, therefore, a number 
of other possibilities exist, it would be safer to make no restoration in A, a, line 1 1. 

On the analogy of IG 12, 304 a we might begin the record of expenditures proper 
with6c rK v 'T@ 1TEI-itCoV. Meritt has observed that the accounts for 406/5 and 405/4 re- 
corded first expenses from current income and then expenses from reserve; 21 this 
division applies equally well to SEG XXI, 80. The obverse has the payments made 
from current income-now rather small-and the reverse has the payments from 
the various reserves, grouped by treasuries. I would insert EK -r'ov E'ETEtCrW, then, im- 
mediately after the end of the preamble in line 4. 

Following the preamble is an unusual formula in line 5, Kaa II [av] 8&tovSoq 
rpvrcw[------ j]. I can do no better than to suppose with Woodward that at least 

one prytany preceded Pandionis and that no payments were made during these pry- 
tanies, which might be explained by the political turmoil in the summer of 404. 

Using all the above suggestions we can set out the text of A, a and B, a 
as follows: 

a. 404/3 a. ,TOIX. 84 

An a [AS7yat avyAa O7rt wvotpo apXovro ti E7rl rY[ -E0Ay r - - - 7rpwr03 cypuaplAdr ra] A, a ['AO9qvaZot 'v'4Xojoav Ht1v008w Pxvri o3 K~ irLT [ 'toA - - wO'Eyc/JJXTVey a 

[ldat rg 0a6 Ka'l rT@v a'fXv OEW6v 7rapc8oa] av Xaptap8- 'Ay [pvXSOev, - 33-,---- - -] 

WV, MEvEKpaW-q3 Oi [va' , - ] - --- 

[ -0 ApOpUoKAkE,8rS llp]a aoElN3 7rpro '5 Ey [pa(>arevE, IEK TWv M7rETEYV OT7 s 'AKapCaVT'03os (?)] 
5 [ia\t AcEWr8oS Kait AlyrtSo3] Ka\t I1[av]8tov38o; 7rpVrav[Evoorv ov'&v 7rapE8oo-av - -- - CWLs ---_ 

.... I Soo 7rE.( ,L7rtT? 7rpVTavE]vo'crg 7rape'Sooav Xapc[?-?- --------?-43-?------------] 

[-- -- --2W2- - - - -]X. r[11,E]a, 'A0EAtlSl@vvt P[a/ivoo-&#) - - - - 34_ _ - -- - -- -- 

21 B. D. Meritt, Athenian Financial Documents of the Fifth Century, Ann Arbor, Mich. 1932, 
p. 64. 
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[ ?2- -r] KacL 8EcKaTrqL T 7rpr [avda?-------38-------------------I 

?------1------?K]LL EtKOCTTl XXX * rETapT[rL KaL eLKocT\t------------KEPa'atov 

.10 [apyvpto E=w Ts --i8og] rapa8Oe'vroT TTT( HIHH [ ?------Er\ T'j Oivdog IEKrg 7rpVTaVEV0-s--] 

[-- --rs T3E7r\t T71s Olvd' ] 8 [ o ]sa'pXo crv es1 T - - - v. [- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ------ 
[ ?_O1~ C7TA t 

[ 
_ _ _22 _ AV]cKaLd, 'OV71 f VT [t 44 

[.. . KEAatov apyvpto ']7V\ .rD [O]vEd8[o]'3 [7rapaIEo6vros---- -34- 

[ ? ] 6- traces [---------------------- ------------] 

(lacuna of about twenty lines) 

3,[a [. Ka]l\ TptaKOocTErL-- a_________K--- v &vaova'T] 

[s] ALaVT`0os 7rapa8o0Ev[To?-------- E7r\ T?S-- -l80 8EKa'Tq wpVTaVEV0O7 ? r--------T] 

plT7l TiS 7xpvTavEda' H [ - 

PHHHHPI C EV8CEKaTCL XXPH [- - - - - - - - 64- - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ] 

F5 FH TITEpT aKal [-----______ 6 64 - 

[.** ] XHHAAFFFFI() Pa&t [Kt 5-KOOCL KCa] 

100oT] it TT [- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -7- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
-I 

(not more than one line missing to bottom of stone) 

TIiE EXPENDITURES: A, b, the Nikai 

The top of Face b is badly weathered, and Woodward felt in 1963 that it offered 
,C no hope of extracting any continuous sense." The a&p4t&Eat (bracelets) which ap- 
-pear in lines 2 and 3, however, indicate that we are dealing with two gold-plated Nikai, 
-presumably melted down for coinage (a continuation of the emergency gold coinage 
struck beginning in 407/6). W. E. Thompson has pointed out that the only awktL'at 
'known from 5th-century treasure records are parts of Nikai; and he suggested re- 
storing other known parts in lines 2 ( [o-rpo] b [to] v, a type of band crossed between 
the breasts and tied around the waist) and 4( [o-meal]s, wreath). 22 But Thompson 
sav evidence for only one Nike, and there were certainly two involved. The fact that 
a/yL8Eat appears in the plural in line 3, where we should restore 'p4t8 ['] at 8 [i;o], is 
,extremely significant. A Nike always had two bracelets, but only one per arm. In 
the 4th-century inventories, where the Nikai are normally weighed in five groups or 
pvkot, the left and right arms appear in different groups and the singular at+4t8Ea 

accompanies each arm. Two a&,bt&'at mentioned together indicate that another sort of 
grouping was used in \vhich both arms were weighed in the same pvuos. This was 
done at least twice: in 37110 (IG 112, 1424 a, Add.) we find XE`PE3 au4orEpat, a Eat8ku 

8&o in the first group, and earlier in ca. 430-425 (SEG X, 215) a similar grouping 
was used, for although the stone is broken and no mention of a'tt&'at is preserved, 
the third and incomplete pvj3vp includes the dual XEpE. So the a4ttEat here in line 
3 belonged to one Nike, and those in line 2 must have belonged to another; hence two 
Nikai were melted down. 

A possible objection is that full descriptions of Nikai (as in IG 112, 1388, for 

22 W. E. Thompson, Mnemosyne, 4th ser., 19, 1966, pp. 338-339. Woodward suggested the 
restoration [arpo']O[]ov for line 2 in a letter to A. G. Woodhead (see SEG XXI, 80). 
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example) took up much more space than we have here. But the few examples we 
have from the 5th century do not adhere to the pattern so well attested in the 4th; one 
of them (SEG X, 215) appears to describe a Nike weighed in only three p'vuot and 
somewhat lighter than the normal two talents.23 The full description, though one can- 
not be sure since it breaks off looks to have been complete in approximately 185 
spaces; two of this size would fill roughly four lines of our text, about what is avail-- 
able if we assume the last figure ended immediately before [Ka]Tra 4bw-ILa' /3oX'r in 
line 5, which we may take as authorizing the coining of the gold from these two Nikai. 

Full restoration of these lines is out of the question, however, as we have unusual 
grouping. To my knowledge this is the only place where o-rpootov and a`ipt8oEat are 
adjacent; and the position of corrbavog indicates that the second Nike was not weighed 
in the head-to-foot order customary in the 4th century. In this respect SEG XXI, 80 
is similar to other 5th-century Nike descriptions, which also do not conform to the 
4th-century pattern.24 But the important fact from the historian's point of view is 
well established: two Nikai were melted down in 404/3. If they were of average 
size, they weighed very close to four talents in all; if they were smaller than average, 
as the shortness of the entries suggests, they still must have weighed over three gold 
talents-which at a gold/silver ratio of about 12/1 means that the Thirty coined 
the equivalent of thirty-six to forty-eight silver talents. Most, if not all, of this 
money presumably went to pay for the 700 Lakonian hoplites who were called in to, 
prop up the oligarchy. 

As I have already said, I have higher hopes of restoring the beginning of line 
1. The reverse contains the records of the disbursements from the reserves. At the 
bottom (B, b) are payments in Aiginetan and Corinthian staters and in Phokaian 
hektai. These probably came from the reserve of the Other Gods-in the one sur- 
viving inventory drawn up by the treasurers of the Other Gods (IG 2, 310) we find 
precisely these coins-and the heading of this section would have read Ta8E (K T0 

'O7rtoOo86pUo 7raPE'8o.L&Ev as in IG 2, 305. I suggest that the group of payments at the 
top of the reverse began analogously TEL8 E(K T0 VEO T7 0EKa7o/.U7rE'o oTapESo/.tev (the Nikai 
appear in the Hekatompedon inventories in the 4th century). We can restore the next 
part of the line as well, knowing that it was the beginning of a description of a Nike 
and included the artist's name: 25 [' NiKq NV 'APLI cT[o1E[1Ko[S] E[TOUlcTEV]. This 
formula appears in SEG X, 215 (ca. 430-425) and is restored in IG IP2, 1370 + 
1371 = SEG XXIII, 81 (403/2) and in Hesperica 9, 1940, pp. 310-311, no. 28 (401/ 
0). For line 1 of A, b, therefore, we have: 

28 D. B. Thompson, Hesperia 13, 1944, p. 206, speculated that it weighed a talent and a half, 
or slightly less. 

24 Of the two Nikai in SEG X, 215, the first had its 6o'pa4 (torso) in the last vpu,; (as restored 
by D. B. Thompson, Hesperia 13, 1944, p. 206), and the second was weighed from bottom to top 
in three groups; the Nike of IG 12, 369, lines 2-6, which reappears in II2, 1502, lines 5-10, was, 
weighed in three or four groups, beginning with the legs and having the head in the middle. 

25 W. E. Thompson, Mnemosyne, 4th ser., 19, 1966, p. 339, suggested that we have the artist's 
name in line 1. 
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[T68E E'K rO VE8 TO 'EKaTop,U 8o 1TapE' o&EV X) N6KV XV 

'Apt]0o4[11]V[t][q] E[rotCrEv- 26 ] 

W. S. Ferguson argued in 1932 that the emergelncy mninting of gold ended before 
the Thirty gained power, as nowhere in the ".copious record of their infam.ies " are 
they blamed for despoiling the temples.26 We now see that they melted down two 
additional Nikai. Ferguson's point still seems valid, however: melting down the 
property of Athena under the pressure of war was one thing, while using Athena's 
gold to pay foreign mercenaries to guard the Acropolis was quite another. Could we 
explain the surprising lack of censure of the oligarchs by assuming that the restored 
democracy continued to mint gold? 

In any case, when Athens surrendered in the spring of 404 she still had at least 
forty-five talents in gold (the chryselephantine statue and a minimum of three Nikai) 
worth about 540 talents in silver.27 

SEG XXI, 80 leaves many tantalizing questions unanswered, butt some con- 
clusions of historical importance can be drawn. The first is that the Thirty did not 
overthrow all the administrative machinery in Athens. We knew from IG 112, 1370 
that a board of tamiai had existed in 404/3; we see now that they fulfilled their duties, 
submitted detailed accounts to the usual audit, and had their records inscribed on the 
customary stele. We see also that the Thirty used a prytany system, at least for 
dating purposes. Secondly, the board of tamiai was reorganized into a ten-man com- 
mittee, one menmber from each tribe, each of whomn was secretary for one prytany. 
This reorganization may have been effected by the Thirty but it could have taken place 
earlier. Thirdly, two gold-plated Nikai were melted down in 404/3, a fact which 
has important inmplications for Athenian financial history before and after 404/3, 
as well as during the oligarchy. 

PETER KRENTZ 
YALE UNIVERSITY 

26 Ferguson, op. cit. (above, footnote 5), p. 95. 
27 The value of the two Nikai in SEG XXI, 80 should be added to W. E. Thompson's calcula- 

tions (504 silver talents) in NuiChron, 7tlh ser., 10, 1970, p. 6. 
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